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Executive Summary 

The objective of the present document is to provide the implementation details of the first version of 

the PHYSIO DSS (PHYSIOlogical evolution of the victim Decision Support System) component, 

dedicated, through a series of functions, algorithms and classes, to the description of the physiological 

evolution of victims of a real crisis event.  

This deliverable is strictly connected to deliverable D4.4 (Design of the PHYSIO DSS component) and 

we invite the reader to refer to D4.4 for more details about the component.  

After a brief description of the architecture of the PHYSIO DSS (section 1.2 Architecture of The PHYSIO 

DSS Component), summarizing the functionalities offered and the constituent elements of the 

architecture (list of the classes, functions and algorithms), the document addresses the methodology 

followed for the development.  Section 2 describes the process set up for the implementation of each 

function (or algorithm) and provides the technical aspects of the component, the client-server 

architecture, the PHYSIO DSS WSDL document, the method to call the Web Service and the response 

method used by the server to reply.  

Part of the document is dedicated to show the functionality of the component through a series of 

examples.  

Section 2.3.3 shows an example of application of the architecture, with a remote call of a testing 

function: the Expected Time to Death service. The example shows a sequence of 6 call tests with only 

the last one calling the function correctly obtaining numerical results from the call, while tests 1 through 

5, deliberately call the service with an incorrect format, returning a warning message from the server. 

Section 3 shows an example of simulation of an event with the generation of victims with the associated 

lesions affecting their physiological dimensions. The simulated event is an earthquake of medium 

severity and the example provides, in a testing environment, the numerical results from the PHYSIO 

functions, showing the a-priori distributions of the physiological status of the victims, the impact of the 

health measurements from the field as well as the impact of the administration of the treatments with 

the corresponding resulting a-posteriori distribution. The last part of the document (subsection 3.4) 

reports an example of computation of the Expected Time To Death for three victims with different 

degrees of severity of the physiological conditions. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Objectives and Scope 

Deliverable D4.6 (The PHYSIO DSS component development), accompanied by deliverable D4.4 (The 

PHYSIO DSS component design), is one of the results of the work carried out until M14 in tasks T4.5 

(Development of DSS Components). The PHYSIO DSS component is part of the S&R DSS and is 

responsible for providing modules, functions and algorithms, as web-services, for the prediction of the 

evolution of the physiological status of the victims with the final goal of supporting an efficient real-

time health resource allocation in the field. According to the DoA the PHYSIO DSS will be designed to 

address part of the objectives defined at the tactical decisional making level, providing suggestions 

about the deployment of ambulance, treatments, field teams and supporting a better triage and victim 

prioritization. The scope of the present deliverable is that of providing a description of the technical and 

implementation aspects of the component as well as an overview of the results which can be obtained 

by the provided services. Since at the current stage of development of the S&R project, several technical 

aspects related to the integration process have not yet been addressed, the component functionalities 

have been shown in a test environment. The final version of the component will provide both an update 

of the functions and of the services and all the modules necessary to allow the S&R DSS to exploit the 

PHYSIO DSS by means of client-server architecture. 

1.2 Architecture of The PHYSIO DSS Component  

The present deliverable represents part of the results of the work carried out in Task 4.5 and is related 

to the development of the PHYSIO DSS component, whose design, objective of Task4.4, has been 

widely described in deliverable D4.4. In this section, the main aspects of the PHYSIO DSS component 

are summarized. The PHYSIO DSS component is part of the S&R Decision Support System and the main 

objective is that of providing modules, functions and algorithms to support the functionalities of the 

S&R DSS in order to 

o provide suggestions about which resources to assign to a victim (for example based 

on the expected time to death corresponding to each possible treatment to deliver) 

o provide a patient prioritization based on either the expected time to death or according 

to the values of computed scores and known triage algorithms. 

To achieve the above objectives the component will offer the following functionalities 

• Simulation of different Crisis Scenarios  

• Description of the evolution of the victim distributional physiological status based on health 

measurements from the field and assigned treatments. 

• Estimated Time to Death for each victim 
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• Automatic computation of relevant indices and scores for the assessment of the victim’s 

impairment and triage 

The component is constituted of different elements: a series of classes (events, injuries, treatments, 

health resources, health measurements), functions (external and internal) and algorithms; the set-up 

of a fully Bayesian approach for victim physiological state evolution will enable S&R to exploit a runtime 

updated of the physiological conditions of the victims, on the basis of the health measurements from 

the field as well as of the treatment administrations. Computations are performed in terms of probability 

distributions and at each time, for each victim a PIE (an encoded long character string) summarizes 

where the victim is likely to be in the Physiological State Variables’ (PSVs) space. The PSVs are the 

dimensions along which patients change their physiological conditions following injuries or 

therapy/treatment administration. A detailed description of a PIE is given in the section 2.2. 

In order to test the functionality of the component during the present phase of the project, some 

functions are provided to simulate an incident characterized by a certain number of victims affected by 

a series of injuries. The victims are then supposed to be taken care of by first responders and new 

health measurements are made available as well as the administered treatments to simulate the time 

course of the victim’s physiological condition. Section 2 describe the methodology followed and the 

implementation adopted for the PHYSIO DSS component, while Section 3 shows the results by the 

simulation of an earthquake in the testing environment. As detailed in Section 2, the development of 

the component follows a first testing (Matlab [1]) and development (C++ [2]) phase.  

Summarizing the logic underlying the PHYSIO DSS component a description of the links and information 

flow is described in the following paragraph. For more details refer to deliverable D4.4. The function 

generate_scenario simulate a new event (ie. an earthquake, see Section 3) from the Event class. 

The incident provokes a certain number of victims, each one affected by a series of lesions/injuries 

(in the Lesion class.) randomly extracted from a defined probability distribution. The 

defect_generation function is devoted to cause the occurrence of physiological impairments along 

some or all of the physiological dimensions (in the Physiological State Variables (PSVs) class). The 

compute_a_priori function returns the distributional form of the PSVs with respect to both their initial 

defect and the rate of worsening. The evolution over time of the distributions of each PSV is determined 

by the possible delivered treatments, provided by the available Health Resources (ie. ambulance), 

and by the additional information from the field. The updated is performed by the  

compute_a_posteriori_given_hm and the compute_a_posteriori_given_treatment. Other 

functions, such as gcs_computation for the Glascow Coma Scale, provide from a series of symptoms 

and signs from the field, the automatic computation of scores for the victim’s impairment assessment. 

The second version of the PHYSIO DSS (foreseen at month 22, deliverables D4.10 and D4.12) will 

provide the implementation of different known algorithms for triage in crisis situations.  
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All the PHYSIO DSS functions will be delivered as Web Services; Section 2.3 details the underlying 

client-server architecture. 
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2 The development phases of the PHYSIO DSS Component: 

from the testing to the production environment 

 

2.1 Description of the Methodology 

The methodology adopted for the development of the PHYSIO DSS component is described in the 

following.  

Deliverable D4.4 describes in details the entire architecture which is composed of classes, functions 

and algorithms. Each class is not intended to be exhaustive with respect to the present content and it 

can be updated to eliminate or include additional instances. The following process is foreseen for each 

function (or algorithm): 

• it is implemented in the testing environment (Matlab) function_name.m 

• it is tested for functioning and reasonable results by implementing a function_name_gimel.m 

module calling the relative function, showing outputs and enriching it with graphs  

• it is translated in C++ to speed up the response (function_name.cpp) 

• a client function in MATLAB is built to calls the webservice using the C++ implemented version 

and to return the output to test the functioning from the client side 

• a MATLAB function is implemented calling both locally the function function_name.m and 

remotely (though the webservice) the function function_name.cpp. This function has the 

objective to compare the results, from a statistical point of view (given the intrinsic randomness 

of the adopted approach) of the two implementations. 

The next subsection reports the list of the implemented functions in the first version of the PHYSIO 

DSS component 

2.2 PHYSIO DSS functions and algorithms 

All the functions that have been implemented in the first version of the PHYSIO component are reported 

in the following table. They have been described in terms of inputs/outputs in the deliverable D4.4 

devoted to the description of the PHYSIO DSS design. Section 3 of the present document shows the 

outputs from the main functions, other functions are called internally and their outputs are functional 

to the entire system but are not shown. As already mentioned in deliverable D4.4, the column headed 

“Level” indicates whether a function is external, that is it offers a named service and can be called by 

the DSS, or if it is merely called internally, that is it is a hidden function that supports some of the 

functionalities of the external functions.  
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Function name Description Level 

generate_scenario Function generating an event 
characterized by a random number of 

victims affected by a number of lesions 

causing damages on the physiological 
dimensions 

external 

compute_a_priori Function generating the a-priori 

distribution of the physiological variables 
from the very few initial information on 

the victim 

external 

defect_generation Function generating damages on the 
physiological dimensions of the victims on 

the basis of the reported lesions and their 
severities  

internal 

compose_PIE Function for the PIE composition: it 

generates a long encrypted vector 
containing all the information on the 

victim 

internal 

decompose_PIE Function for the PIE decomposition: it 
returns all the relevant information from 

the PIE 

internal 

compute_empirical_distribution Function that returns the frequency 

histogram (empirical distribution) in 

terms of interval extremes and the 
associates relative frequencies 

internal 

ETD_PIE Function that computes the empirical 

distribution of the expected time to death 
for each victim of the incident, taking in 

input the PIE 

external 

sample_from_empirical_distribution Function that draws samples from the a 

general empirical distribution 

internal 

compute_a_posteriori_given_hm Function generating the a-posteriori 
empirical distribution by updating the a-

priori distribution with values of health 

measurements from the field at  a given 
time 

external 

compute_distribution_given_treatment Function generating the empirical 
distribution by updating the a-priori 

distribution with values of the delivered 

treatment at a given time 

external 

conditional_probability_hm_given_psv Function generating the conditional 

empirical distribution of the health 

measurements given the values of the 
physiological variables 

internal 

compute_synthesis_measure Function computing a characteristic 

synthesis measures of an empirical 
distribution (mean, median, mode, 

standard deviation) 

internal 

Triangular_Distribution_Cumulative Function generating the cumulative internal 
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distribution of a triangular probability 

density function to allow direct sampling 
from a triangular distribution 

PHYSIOEVO Function for the evolution over time of 

the PDS 

external 

Glascow_Coma_Scale_computation Function returning a score between 3 and 

15 from signs detected from the field 

external 

Table 2-1: List of the relevant functions in the DSS PHYSIO component 

The PIE represents the main input/output of most of the external functions. In analogy to what reported 

in D4.4 a PIE for a given victim, at a given time, is the collection of all the information representing the 

victim's situation from a physiological point of view. It contains the victim's PDS (four matrices) as well 

as a set of further additional information: synthesis measures of the PDS (such as means, medians, 

modes and standard deviations of the X and V variables, that is vectors of dimensions nvar), relevant 

demographic characteristics of the individual (gender, age, weight, height), as well as a reference 

number for victim identification and the date in posix format. The PIE has the form of an encoded long 

character string. The function decompose_PIE, unpack the PIE and returns the constituent elements: 

extremesX, extremesV, frequenciesX, frequenciesV, central_measuresX, 

central_measuresV, std_distrX, std_distrV, correlations, idpat, de-

mographic, flag, date] = decompose_PIE(PIE) 

where 

extremesX = matrix [nbins × nvar] of interval extremes of the empirical distributions of the values 

of the PSVs 

extremesV = matrix [nbins × nvar] of interval extremes of the empirical distributions of the rate of 

worsening of the PSVs  

frequenciesX = matrix [nbins × nvar] of frequencies related to the intervals of the empirical distri-

butions of the values of the PSVs 

frequenciesV = matrix [nbins × nvar] of frequencies related to the intervals of the empirical distri-

butions of the rate of worsening of the PSVs  

central_measuresX = matrix [3 × nvar] including mean, median and mode of the empirical distri-

butions of the values of the PSVs 

central_measuresV = matrix [3 × nvar] including mean, median and mode of the empirical distri-

butions of the rate of worsening of the PSVs 
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std_distrX = vector [nvar] including the standard deviations of the empirical distributions of the val-

ues of the PSVs 

std_distrV = vector [nvar] including the standard deviations of the empirical distributions of the rate 

of worsening of the PSVs 

correlations = vector [(2*nvar * (2*nvar-1))/2] of correlations among all the variables (values and 

rate of worsening of the PSVs) 

idpat = reference ID for patient identification 

demographic = vector [4] including gender, age, weight, height 

flag = number [0,1],1 if the PIE in output has been updated, 0 if not  

date = the date in posix format 

 

2.3 Implementation 

2.3.1 Overview 

The PHYSIO DSS Component is based on a client-server architecture (see Figure 1 below) delivered as 

Web Services. The PHYSIO DSS Webservice runs on a LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP) server 

located at the CNR-IASI Biomathematics Laboratory, and exposes its functionalities via WSDL (Web 

Services Description Language), exploiting the SOAP [3] messaging protocol, at the url: 

https://biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it/SearchAndRescue/SearchAndRescue.wsdl 

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) is a neutral messaging protocol, based on XML (Extensible 

Markup Language) [4], which allows to exchange structured information.  

The PHYSIO DSS Web Service natively supports interoperable machine-to-machine (M2M) interaction 

over a network, since its interface is described in a machine-processable format. No further 

interoperability constraints are imposed by our architecture. Virtually any language can be used to 

program a client, provided that it interrogates the server following the public interface of the 

webservice, respecting the SOAP specifications, with the requests and the response being exchanged 

in XML language. 

 

https://biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it/SearchAndRescue/SearchAndRescue.wsdl
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Figure 2-1: Overview of the client-server architecture of the PHYSIO DSS component 

 

The following box includes the first portion of the PHYSIO DSS WSDL document, defining the wsdl url, 

the method to call the Web Service (CallSearchAndRescueCNR) and the response method 

(CallSearchAndRescueCNRResponse) used by the server to reply. Note that both the request and 

the response exchange data in terms of strings, called callString and responseString. So, each client 

needs to encapsulate a proper input command into a string, and then it needs to parse the returned 

string to get the results. 
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After defining messages and operations according to the standard WSDL schema, in the final part 

of the WSDL document we find the public name of the Web Service and the location of the file on 

server where the services are defined: 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<definitions xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/" 

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns:e="http://biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it/SearchAndRescue" 

xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/" 

targetNamespace="http://biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it/SearchAndRescue"> 

  <types> 

    <xs:schema 

targetNamespace="http://biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it/SearchAndRescue" 

xmlns="http://biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it/SearchAndRescue">  

       <xs:element name="CallSearchAndRescueCNR"> 

        <xs:complexType> 

          <xs:sequence> 

            <xs:element name="callString" type="xs:string" /> 

          </xs:sequence> 

        </xs:complexType> 

      </xs:element> 

      <xs:element name="CallSearchAndRescueCNRResponse"> 

        <xs:complexType> 

          <xs:sequence> 

            <xs:element name="responseString" type="xs:string" /> 

          </xs:sequence> 

        </xs:complexType> 

      </xs:element>                                    

    </xs:schema>    

  </types> 

 

[…] 
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As better motivated in the next subsection, the PHP function CallSearchAndRescueCNR (see next 

box), is a simple code calling an efficient implementation of the PHYSIO DSS functions and 

algorithms in the form of a compiled C++, executable file residing on the server.  To this end, the 

PHP shell_exec function is exploited to execute via shell the command contained in the field 

$xml_input->callString; the complete output is captured and returned in form of a string in the 

field $xml_output->Result_vec. 

[…]  

 

 <binding name="MapServerBinding" type="e:MapServerPort"> 

    <soap:binding style="document" 

transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" /> 

        <operation name="CallSearchAndRescueCNR"> 

      <soap:operation soapAction="" style="document" /> 

      <input> 

        <soap:body use="literal" /> 

      </input> 

      <output> 

        <soap:body use="literal" /> 

      </output> 

    </operation>          

  </binding> 

   

  <service name="CNR_services"> 

    <port name="CNR_services" binding="e:MapServerBinding"> 

      <soap:address 

location="http://biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it/SearchAndRescue/services.php" /> 

      <!--  commento: <soap:address 

location="http://biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it/SearchAndRescue" /> --> 

    </port> 

  </service> 

</definitions> 
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2.3.2 Software architecture 

The design, development and test of the PHYSIO DSS Component employ different techniques and 

programming languages, including MATLAB®, C++, XML and PHP. 

• MATLAB® is a mathematical interpreted language and a numerical simulation toolbox allowing 

advanced mathematical computation; it is mainly used for prototyping functions and algorithms 

for the sake of easier semantic debugging; 

• C++ is a middle-level compiled language employed for fast code execution. Algorithms 

prototyped in MATLAB® are translated to C++ and consistency of the outputs of the two 

implementations is thoroughly verified for different sets of inputs. 

• PHP is a scripting language operating on a Web Server. As explained in the previous subsection, 

a PHP function is invoked on the web server which calls the C++ executable file through the 

command shell_exec. 

• XML is adopted for the construction of Web Service Description, which constitutes the public 

interface of the web service, and for the data exchange according to the SOAP protocol. As 

previously detailed by means of the WSDL document, in our context a single method is defined, 

taking as input a command string and returning a string containing the numerical results 

separated by spaces. 

As already mentioned above, in the first version of our software architecture, for each function defined 

in Section 2.2, the following items will be built: 

<?php    

 

function CallSearchAndRescueCNR($xml_input) {     

    $callString = $xml_input->callString;       

    $output = shell_exec("{$callString} 2>&1"); 

     

    $xml_output=new stdClass(); 

    $xml_output->Result_vec=$output;  

  

    return $xml_output; 

}                  

              

?> 
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 the function implemented in MATLAB (completed) :(aleph) א •

 a sample function in MATLAB which calls the corresponding aleph function locally :(gimel) ג •

and shows the results (completed) 

 a function implemented in C++ which translates the corresponding  aleph function :(vav) ו •

(started) 

 a client function in MATLAB which calls remotely the webservice (which uses the :(dalet)ד  •

server-located vav function) and returns the output (started) 

 a MATLAB function calling both aleph locally function and vav remotely (though the :(chet) ח •

webservice) , comparing the results (started)        

The development of all the items for each function will be completed by the delivery date of the 

complete architecture (D4.12, M22). 

We remark that the MATLAB chet and dalet scripts can be replicated, in principle, for any desired 

programming language on the client side. No constraints are imposed by our architecture. 

 

2.3.3 An example: remote call of the Expected Time to Death function 

from a MATLAB® client. 

As an example of application of the described architecture, we show a remote call of the Expected Time 

to Death function. The MATLAB code can be regarded as an example of the ד(dalet) function, as defined 

in the previous subsection.  

A sequence of 6 call tests are designed for the function called Expected Time to Death, as detailed 

in the following box. The cell array test includes the test descriptions, while the cell array test_string 

includes the actual function calls, passed to the executable file Rescue.exe on the server.  

Note that the correct call always includes the executable filename (Rescue), followed by the desired 

function (for example RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath), then followed by whatever 

arguments the desired function accepts, for instance the PIE (aggregating all the current information 

about the individual of interest), followed by other parameters whose number and types are function-

dependent.  

In this test execution, only the last test calls the function correctly and thus obtains numerical results 

from the call, while  tests 1 through 5, deliberately calling the service with an incorrect format, will 

return a warning message from the server. 
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After the design of tests, some variables and parameters are defined for the correct connection to the 

webservice, in particular setting the WSDL interface url (see next box). MATLAB is able to create a Web 

Service class based on a WSDL application programming interface (API), creating a folder containing a 

MATLAB file for each web service method (for example CallSearchAndRescueCNR.m) and the class 

constructor (CNR_services.m). The latter is used to create an instance of the class, which we call 

CNR_services_instance. 

 

%% DESIGN OF TESTS FOR S&R WEB SERVICES 

  

% Test description and call instruction 

test{1}='Call Rescue without arguments'; 

test_string{1}='Rescue'; 

  

test{2}='Call Rescue with wrong function name'; 

test_string{2}='Rescue RescueComputePippo'; 

  

test{3}='Call Rescue only with the name of the function of 

interest'; 

test_string{3}='Rescue RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath'; 

  

test{4}='Call Rescue for RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath, next 

argument must be the PIE string'; 

test_string{4}='Rescue RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath Pie; 

  

test{5}='Call Rescue for RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath, after the 

Pie comes the percent SEVERITY of lesion (double 1-100)'; 

test_string{5}='Rescue RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath Pie 75'; 

  

test{6}='Call Rescue for RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath, after 

severity comes the ACCIDENT CLASS (integer 0 1 2)'; 

test_string{6}='Rescue RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath Pie 75. 2'; 
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We are now ready to run the sequence of tests, as detailed in the next box. The output returned by 

the call of function CallSearchAndRescueCNR.m is stored in the cell array return_string, which is then 

parsed. In case a numerical output is returned, the results are printed in the MATLAB command window. 

For the function Expected Time of Death, a plot of the distribution is also produced. 

%% SETTINGS  

  

% Interval between two tests 

pause_time=5; 

  

% remove warnings 

warning('off','MATLAB:webservices:WSDLDeprecationWarning') 

warning('off','MATLAB:webservices:FunctionToBeRemoved') 

  

% Web url 

web_url='http://biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it/'; 

% WSDL url 

wsdl_url=[web_url 'SearchAndRescue/SearchAndRescue.wsdl'];  

  

% create class CNR_services 

tic 

createClassFromWsdl(wsdl_url); 

toc 

  

% instantiate object of class CNR_services 

CNR_services_instance=CNR_services; 

num_tests=length(test); 

return_string=cell(num_tests,1); 

fprintf('\n') 
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The following boxes show (highlighted) the output returned by the invoked function and printed in the 

MATLAB command window.  

%% TEST EXECUTION, BASIC PARSING AND PLOT 

 

tic 

fprintf('-----TEST!------\n') 

pause(pause_time) 

fprintf(['Calling S&R CNR webservices running at biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it (in 

progress...)\n\n']) 

pause(pause_time) 

for i=1:num_tests 

    fprintf(['TEST ' int2str(i) ' of ' int2str(num_tests) ': ' test{i} '\n']) 

    fprintf(['C++ call instruction: ' test_string{i} '\n']) 

    pause(pause_time) 

    % CALL WEBSERVICE 

  return_string{i}=CallSearchAndRescueCNR(CNR_services_instance,test_string{i}); 

    % PARSE OUTPUT STRING 

    string_split_i=strsplit(return_string{i}); 

    double_split_i=str2double(string_split_i); 

    if all(isnan(double_split_i)) % return text message  

        fprintf([return_string{i} '\n']) 

    else % there is at least a numerical output 

        fprintf('Results:\n') 

        eval([char(string_split_i(1)) '=' char(string_split_i(2)) ';']) 

        fprintf([char(string_split_i(1)) '=' char(string_split_i(2)) '\n']) 

        eval([char(string_split_i(3)) '=' char(string_split_i(4)) ';']) 

        fprintf([char(string_split_i(3)) '=' char(string_split_i(4)) '\n']) 

        eval([char(string_split_i(6)) '=''' char(string_split_i(7)) ''';']) 

        fprintf([char(string_split_i(6)) '=' char(string_split_i(7)) '\n']) 

        eval([char(string_split_i(8)) '=''' char(string_split_i(9)) ''';']) 

        fprintf([char(string_split_i(8)) '=' char(string_split_i(9)) '\n']) 

        eval([char(string_split_i(10)) '=' num2str(double_split_i(11)) ';']) 

        fprintf([char(string_split_i(10)) '=' char(string_split_i(11)) '\n']) 

        eval([char(string_split_i(12)) '=' char(string_split_i(13)) ';']) 

        fprintf([char(string_split_i(12)) '=' char(string_split_i(13)) '\n']) 

        eval([char(string_split_i(14)) '=' char(string_split_i(15)) ';']) 

        fprintf([char(string_split_i(14)) '=' char(string_split_i(15)) '\n']) 

        eval([VarName 'Distribution=[' num2str(double_split_i(16:16+NumCanne-1)) 

']'';']) 

        VarDomain=linspace(VarMin,VarMax,NumCanne+1); 

        % PLOT DISTRIBUTION 

        fprintf('See plot of the distribution\n') 

        figure 

        stairs(VarDomain,[eval([VarName 'Distribution']); eval([VarName 

'Distribution(end)'])],'Linewidth',1.2) 

        hold on 

        grid on 

        xlabel([VarName ' [' Units ']']) 

        ylabel('Probability') 

        title([VarName ' distribution']) 

    end 

    pause(pause_time) 

end 

fprintf('\nDone! Goodbye!') 
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Retrieving document at 

'http://biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it/SearchAndRescue/SearchAndRescue.wsdl' 

Elapsed time is 0.553592 seconds. 

 

-----TEST!------ 

Calling S&R CNR webservices running at biomatlab.iasi.cnr.it (in progress...) 

 

TEST 1 of 6: Call Rescue without arguments 

C++ call instruction: Rescue 

Rescue Usage: the first passed argument must be a string with the name of the 

Rescue function being called. 

 

TEST 2 of 6: Call Rescue with wrong function name 

C++ call instruction: Rescue RescueComputePippo 

Rescue Usage: what function did you want??? 

 

TEST 3 of 6: Call Rescue only with the name of the function of interest 

C++ call instruction: Rescue RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath 

Rescue Usage: when calling ComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath the second argument must 

be the pie 

 

TEST 4 of 6: Call Rescue for RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath, next argument 

must be the PIE string 

C++ call instruction: Rescue RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath Pie 

Rescue Usage: when calling ComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath the third argument must 

be the perceived severity 

 

TEST 5 of 6: Call Rescue for RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath, after the Pie 

comes the percent SEVERITY of lesion (double 1-100) 

C++ call instruction: Rescue RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath Pie 75 

Rescue Usage: when calling ComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath the fourth argument must 

be the accident class 

 

TEST 6 of 6: Call Rescue for RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath, after severity 

comes the ACCIDENT CLASS (integer 0 1 2) 

C++ call instruction: Rescue RescueComputeExpectedTimeOfDeath Pie 75. 2 
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Figure 2-2: Plot of the Expected Time to Death distribution returned by calling the CNR-

IASI PHYSIO DSS Web Service 

 

Results: 

ETDavg=40.000000 

ETDstdev=8.000000 

VarName=ExpectedTimeOfDeath 

Units=days 

VarMin=0.000000 

VarMax=120.000000 

NumCanne=30 

See plot of the distribution 

 

Done! Goodbye!>> 
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3 Simulation of an event: an earthquake of medium severity 

 

3.1 Victim generation: a-priori distributions of the PSVs 

In the following we simulate step by step all the calls to the services that have been implemented so 

far, with the aim of showing the PHYSIO DSS capabilities.  

The first step is the generation of a simulated incident. The function scenario generator takes in input 

the scenario ID (identifying the type of incident: 2 = earthquake); the dimension of the event, in meters 

from the exact location of the incident, characterizing the involved area; the severity of the incident.  

 

 

Figure 3-1: Call to the scenario_generation function 

 

In the present simulation we generate an earthquake of MEDIUM severity with a dimension of 100 

meters. For the purpose of the present deliverable all the parameter values are set to default values. 

The function takes input values from the Event class: 
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Figure 3-2: Instances of the Event Class with the associated parameters set to default 

values 

The injuries associated to the event “earthquake” are listed below and represent only a subset of the 

possible ones and have been chosen to run the example. The definitive set will be built based on 

information contained in the databases related to past events (T4.1 and T4.2). The last column reports 

the maximum probability of occurrence of the considered injuries. The reported numbers are merely 

default values and could result to be inappropriate from the analysis of past events. 

 

Injuries 
ICD-9 code Max probability 

of occurrence 

Open wound 
868/870-877/878,879/880-

887/890-897 
0.6 

Head trauma 800/830/850-854 0.7 

Extremity Trauma 

808/810-819/820-827/830-
839/840-848/903,904/911-

917/922-924/926-929 

0.7 

Chest trauma 807.4 0.6 

Burns 949.0 0.3 

Internal bleeding 
900.1/900.2/901/902.1/902.2/

903,904 
0.6 

Facial trauma 910-932 0.6 

Hypothermia 991 0.1 

Spinal Trauma 805-806 0.6 

Myocardial infarct 410 0.03 

Abdominal trauma 863-869/879/902/935-939 0.6 

Pelvic Trauma 878 0.6 

Table 3-1: Considered injuries from an earthquake with the associated probabilities of 

occurrence set to default values 
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With the parameters listed above the simulation produced a number of 491 victims. Each victim has 

been generated at a certain distance from the site of the incident (in terms of latitude and longitude 

deviations, expressed in meters, from the epicentre of the earthquake and drawn from a triangular 

distribution with mode the epicentre and extremes the event dimension). Figure below reports the 

location of the generated victims around the earthquake epicentre and the distribution of the distances 

(in meters) of the generated victims. 

 

Figure 3-3: Victim locations and distance distribution from the earthquake epicentre 

 

The severity of the reported injuries decreases with increasing distance from the site of the event. 

Error! Reference source not found. reports the severity distribution of three different injuries (Head 

trauma, Chest trauma and Hypothermia) for the victim with the closest position (about 1 meter) to the 

epicentre of the earthquake and for the victim located at the maximum distance (about 82 meters) 

from the epicentre. Head and Chest Trauma are the most frequent injuries that occur during an 

earthquake. Conversely Hypothermia, in addition to being a less frequent injury, is also supposed to be 

less severe when it occurs. The Figure shows the distribution of severities only for severities greater 

than 0 (presence of the injury). 
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Figure 3-4: Severity distribution of three injuries for two victims of the event, one at the 

shortest distance from the epicentre and one at the longest distance from the epicentre 

 

Figure below shows the average severity distribution of the injury “Head trauma” for the set of victims 

with a distance shorter than 30 meters from the epicenter (red bars) and for the victims with a 

positioned at a distance greater than 50 meters from the epicenter (green bars). 
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Figure 3-5: Distribution of the average severity distribution of the injury “Head trauma” 

for victims at a distance shorter than 30m and for victims at a distance greater than 50m 

 

Injuries affecting victims generate a defect on some or all of the physiological variables that describe a 

victim’s health status. The physiological variables are reported in the figure below: 

 

Figure 3-6: List of the Physiological variables 

 

Starting from a cause/effect relationship injury/PSV, an a-priory probability distribution is computed, 

one for each physiological variable. This distribution is based on very little initial information about the 

victim: the type of event and the position of the victim with respect to the place of the event are used 

to generate a distribution of the severity of the possible injuries which in turn generates the probability 

distribution of the values and of the rate of worsening of the PSVs. According to the hypothesized 

effects of the injuries on the physiological dimensions, Error! Reference source not found. and 
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Error! Reference source not found. Error! Reference source not found. show the a-priori 

distribution of six physiological variables for three victims, one located at the shortest distance from the 

epicenter, one located at a medium distance and one at the longest distance from the epicenter. 

 

Figure 3-7: A-priori Distribution of “Airway patency”, “Respiratory rate and drive” and 

“Tidal volume and mechanincs” variables for the victim at the shortest distance (about 1 

meter) from the epicenter (red bars), for a victim at a medium distance (about 10 meters) 

from the epicenter (yellow bars) and for the victim at the longest distance (about 82 

meters) from the epicenter (green bars) 
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Figure 3-7: A-priori Distribution of “Airway patency”, “Respiratory rate and drive” and 

“Tidal volume and mechanincs” variables for the victim at the shortest distance (about 1 

meter) from the epicenter (red bars), for a victim at a medium distance (about 10 meters) 

from the epicenter (yellow bars) and for the victim at the longest distance (about 82 

meters) from the epicenter (green bars) 
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Figure 3-8: A-priori Distribution of “Oxygen transport”, “Heart pump function” and 

“Pressure, Filling, Resistance” variables for the victim at the shortest distance (about 1 

meter) from the epicenter (red bars), for a victim at a medium distance (about 10 meters) 

from the epicenter (yellow bars) and for the victim at the longest distance (about 82 

meters) from the epicenter (green bars) 

 

3.2 The impact of Health measurements on the  

a-posteriori distribution  

Let suppose a first responder takes care of the first victim and let suppose he/she is a victim at 20 

meters of distance from the event location. The victim is unconscious, and the first responder detects 
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vital signs and takes some measurements. Let suppose to measure the heart rate and the O2 

Oxygenation, whose normality ranges are 60 - 90 beats per minute and 95% – 100%, respectively. 

The detected values are 120 beats per minute and 90% of saturation, both values outside the normality 

ranges, but still compatible with life.  

To compute the a-posteriori distribution it is necessary to state the dependence relationships between 

each pair Health measurement-PSV. The “Heart rate” is indeed in strict relationship with the “Heart 

pump function” (PSV5) and with the “Central pressure, Cardiac filling and Systemic vascular resistance” 

physiological variable (PSV6). The “O2 Oxygenation” is connected with all the physiological variables 

except for the “Central nervous System Function” (PSV7) and the “Blockers of acetylcholinesterase” 

(PSV9) variables.  

Figure below shows how the a-priori distribution of the values of the PSV “Heart pump function” is 

changed passing from an average value of 85% of functionality to 78%, after having measured the 

value of 120 beats per minute. The shape of the distribution is also changed: the a-posteriori distribution 

results to be more concentrated around the most likelihood values: new observations from the field 

have enriched the information on the victim.  

 

 

Figure 3-9: a priori (yellow bars) and a-posteriori (blue bars) distributions of the 

physiological variable “Heart pump function” for a victim located 20 meters away from the 

epicenter. Distribution update was computed after heart rate was detected. 
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According to the a-posteriori distribution, the observed value of the heart rate is not compatible with a 

zero value of the physiological variable (death), but on the other hand the support of the physiological 

variable no longer includes the value 1 which indicates full physiological functionality. Error! 

Reference source not found. shows how the a posteriori distribution of the previous step is again 

changed after a new measurement is made available. A O2 oxygenation value of 90% slightly shifted 

the distribution (magenta bars) towards higher values of the physiological variable, reaching a value of 

80% of functionality for the “Heart pump function” variable and reducing the variability. 

 

 

Figure 3-10: continuous distribution update after the O2 oxygenation is detected 

 

3.3 The impact of treatment administration on the  

PSVs’ distributions 

In the following we show the effect of treatment administration on the values and rate of worsening of 

the PSVs. The update of a PIE corresponding to a delivered treatment is always in a positive direction: 

a treatment or a manoeuvre causes restoration of the values of the physiological values towards pre-

incident values, even if they may not be completely effective, and/or acts on the variation of the rate 

of worsening of the PSVs by decreasing their absolute values, shifting their distributions towards the 0 

value. The computation of the distributions p(X|T) and of p(V|T) is a stochastic process combining the 
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randomness on the X or V variables with the randomness on the effect of the treatment. The figure 

below shows how the “Airway patency” variable, which represents the ability of an individual to breathe, 

is affected by the administration of oxygen. If the impairment of the physiological variable is caused by 

some anatomical lesion (more or less severe), the administration of oxygen alone determines a variation 

in the rate of worsening, reducing it, but has not effect on the PSV levels (variable X). The levels of a 

physiological dimension in fact express its functionality, which cannot be restored if, in the particular 

case, the lesion is not healed. Panel on the left shows that the distribution of the physiological variable 

remains almost unchanged, while the distribution of the rate of worsening is shifted towards zero value. 

 

 

Figure 3-11: Effect of oxygen administration on the “Airway patency” variable. Blue bars 

refer to the distributions before the treatment administrations. Yellow bars refer to the 

distribution after the treatment administration 

 

3.4 ETD estimation: possible influence on victim prioritization 

The Expected Time to Death for a victim is computed from the values of the physiological variables and 

from the rate of worsening, as the minimum time necessary for the subject to reach a value 

incompatible with life, among the physiological variables. It is not intended in substitution to the triage 

algorithms used in practice, but it can be considered as an additional information for victim prioritization, 

particularly in the situation where more victims have been triaged as red and some of them present 

with more serious conditions than others. 

In the following we calculate the estimation of the times of death for three victims for which the 

measurements reported in the table below have been observed at a given time and the a-posteriori 

distributions have been computed.  
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 Age Heart rate Respiratory 

rate 

O2 

Oxigenation 

GCS 

VICTIM 1 35 60 12 97% 12 

VICTIM 2 64 145 27 99% 15 

VICTIM 3 21 98 32 60% 15 

Table 3-2: Measurement from the fields for three victims 

VICTIM 1 is the one with the less severe physiological conditions, while victim 3 is the one with the 

most severe conditions requiring immediate intervention, ideally within 1 hour.  

The simulation starts with assuming that the three victims are at a short distance from the event, 

approximately at 3,5 meters. An initial a priori distribution is computed for the three victims, and for all 

of them the average expected time to death is about 2 hours. Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 show the a-

priori distributions of the values and rate of worsening of the ten physiological variables (blue bars), 

the a-posteriori distribution after having observed only the GCS with a score of 12 (yellow bars) and 

after having observed all the other measurements (heart rate, respiratory rate and O2 oxygenation) 

(red bars). Despite of a mild/moderate GCS (a score of 12 could be obtained for example if the victim 

opens eyes spontaneously: 4, is confused: 4, withdrawals from pain: 4), the other health parameters 

are quite good: heart rate and respiratory frequencies are at the low limit of the normality range while 

the O2 saturation is within the normality range. When observations are taken the PSV’s distributions 

become more and more concentrated towards values indicating full functionality except for the variable 

related to the central nervous system which appear to be the most compromised. According to the 

distributions of Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 the average expected time to death for this victim is about 

47 hours (median 52h) (Figure 3-14). This is a victim who does not need immediate help. The other 

two victims present with more severe conditions. VICTIM 2 exhibits elevate heart rate and respiratory 

frequencies. VICTIM 3 presents a heart rate slightly above the limit, an elevated respiratory frequency, 

a very low O2 oxygenation. For these two victims the average expected times to death are 

approximately 6h (median 5h) and 3h (median 2h) for VICTIM 2 and VICTIM 3 respectively. Figure 

3-15, Figure 3-16, Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19 show the distributions of the values and of the rate of 

worsening of the physiological variables. The distributions of the ETD are shown in Figure 3-17 and 

Figure 3-20. 
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Figure 3-12: A-priori Distribution (blue bars) of the values of the PSVs along with their a-

posteriori distribution after the observations of the GCS (yellow bars) and their a-posteriori 

distributions after having observed the heart rate, respiratory frequency and O2 

oxygenation for victim 1.  
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Figure 3-13: A-priori Distribution (blue bars) of the rates of worsening of the PSVs along 

with their a-posteriori distribution after the observations of the GCS (yellow bars) and their 

a-posteriori distributions after having observed the heart rate, respiratory frequency and 

O2 oxygenation for victim 1.  
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Figure 3-14: ETD distribution arising from the a-priori (blue bars) and a-posteriori 

Distribution (red bars) of the PSVs distributions for victim 1 
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Figure 3-15: A-priori Distribution (blue bars) of the values of the PSVs along with their a-

posteriori distribution after the observations of the GCS, heart rate, respiratory frequency 

and O2 oxygenation for victim 2.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-16: A-priori Distribution (blue bars) of the rate of worsening of the PSVs along 

with their a-posteriori distribution after the observations of the GCS, heart rate, respiratory 

frequency and O2 oxygenation for victim 2.  
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Figure 3-17: ETD distribution arising from the a-priori (blue bars) and a-posteriori 

Distribution (red bars) of the PSVs distributions for victim 2 
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Figure 3-18: A-priori Distribution (blue bars) of the values of the PSVs along with their a-

posteriori distribution after the observations of the GCS, heart rate, respiratory frequency 

and O2 oxygenation for victim 3.  

 

Figure 3-19: A-priori Distribution (blue bars) of the rate of worsening of the PSVs along 

with their a-posteriori distribution after the observations of the GCS, heart rate, respiratory 

frequency and O2 oxygenation for victim 2.  
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Figure 3-20: ETD distribution arising from the a-priori (blue bars) and a-posteriori 

Distribution (red bars) of the PSVs distributions for victim 3 
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4 Conclusions 

 

This deliverable describes in detail the implementation aspects of the first version of the development 

of the PHYSIO DSS component and provides a series of examples simplifying and showing its 

functioning. It represents part of the results achieved in task T4.5, dedicated to the implementation of 

the overall S&R DSS whose design was carried out in T4.4 (deliverables D4.3 and D4.4). 

Sections 2 has provided a description of the technical aspects that will allow the component to be 

embedded into the overall DSS. The PHYSIO DSS component, in fact, although provides a simplified 

platform for the simulation of an event, is designed to offer a series of services that can be recalled by 

a client with the aim of exploiting the results for a better and efficient allocation of health resources to 

the victims as well as for a better prioritization of the victims themselves on the basis of the physiological 

conditions (Physiological State Variables, PSVs) and on the basis of the predictions of their evolution 

over time.  

Section 3 provided, with the simulation of an event, a description of the functionalities offered by the 

PHYSIO DSS. These functionalities or parts of them can be tested during the first S&R Use Case “Victims 

trapped under the rubble” when most of the functions can be called up as web-services. During the 

execution of the pilot, in fact, the victims will exhibit health measurements, detected by the sensors 

and instruments of S&R, which can be used to update the a priori distributions of the physiological 

dimensions of the victims, distributions that can be calculated on the basis of a few initial information. 

From the computed a-priori distributions of the PSVs it will be possible to compute an updated 

physiological state (a-posteriori distributions) and its corresponding estimated expected time to death 

(again as distribution or as expectation, median, mode) which could become an input for the DSS for 

a more aware and efficient prioritization of the victims. The final version of the PHYSIO DSS will allow 

the DSS to exploit all the features offered and can be tested in subsequent Use Cases. 
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